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he constituency is a mixed one,
with little middle class islands
dotted about here and there.

paign is theirs - we are getting the work
done quickly and pretty effectively.

With all modesty, this campaign and
the way it has been run provides
some positive lessons for the vari-

he last meeting of the united left
bloc for the 1999 Euro elections,

for the London mayoral elections
came up at the end of the evening.
As we have reported, comrades in
these meetings have expressed some
disquiet about the announcement of
the SWP that it intends to stand Paul
Foot in the event of Ken Livingstone’s
candidacy being blocked (see Weekly
Worker December 3). This decision
appeared to have been foisted on
London, effectively pre-empting any
open, properly constituted discus-
sion of the political basis for such a
united challenge.

In a very welcome move, the SWP
representative at the January 5 meet-
ing regretted the arbitrary and sec-
tarian impression that had been
created. He emphasised that Paul
Foot is being put forward as a possi-
ble candidate and that the question
should be discussed by other organi-
sations (see ‘Party notes’, p2).

The meeting also agreed a press
launch, to be held on January 26, and
a launch rally for April 24. The next
organising meeting will be on Tues-
day January 19 - phone the Socialist
Party for details l

United Socialists
edge forward
currently titled the United Socialists,
met on January 5. Comrades were
present from the Communist Party of
Great Britain, Socialist Workers Party,
Socialist Party, Alliance for Workers’
Liberty, Independent Labour Net-
work, Socialist Democracy Group,
plus observers from Workers Power.

We took a number of decisions
that edge the whole process forward
and - importantly - began discussions
around the thorny issue of London
mayoral elections in 2000. All deci-
sions of the bloc so far have been by
consensus, reflecting the present ten-
tative stage of unity. A format for
voting was agreed - one organisation,
one vote - which is yet to be tested.

The meeting agreed:
l A date for a launch press confer-
ence and a rally.
l That we should stand under the
same name as the ILN initiative, as
this will maximise our collective
chances of national publicity, includ-
ing the possibility of a TV broadcast.
l That organisations that have can-
didates on the final slate will be ex-
pected to stump up a percentage of
the deposit - £500 per candidate. The
question of other running costs for
the campaign were raised, but left to
subsequent meetings to discuss in
more detail.

The question of a unity candidate

United Socialists  can be
contacted at PO Box
23323, London SE16 1YR

We were not surprised to discover
that these areas were fairly solidly
Green Party. In the working class ar-
eas, the feedback we are getting is
positive. Practically everyone who
answers the door to our canvassers
is anti-Labour, or very disillusioned.
Here we are getting a good response
- the fight is to translate this into votes
on the day.

There is a chance that our vote will
be squeezed as there is a needle
match between Labour and the
Greens. But this is not a foregone
conclusion - we need as many peo-
ple out as we possibly can on the
doorsteps in the final week or so.

Obviously, we are fighting to win.
But probably what is the most impor-
tant feature of the whole campaign is
the degree of practical working unity
that has been achieved. Despite the
Christmas and New Year breaks, we
have managed to bring comrades to-
gether to decide the candidate, the
manifesto, everything. We have di-
vided up the constituency between
organisations and - because everyone
has been involved and feels the cam-

Public meeting: Candidate hustings hosted by Socialist
Unity. Monday January 18 - 6.30pm, public library, Church
Street, N16.

Lobby the council: Wednesday January 20 - 6pm. On the
eve of the by-election - Stop Hackney Council ’s cuts and
attacks on services. Called by Hackney Unison, TGWU and
GMB branches.

Socialist Unity social . Wednesday January 20, from 9.30pm
till late. The Cema Gallery, 129 Stoke Newington High Street,
N16. Music, film, sound system and more.

Donations to the campaign urgently required. Please
make cheques and postal orders payable to London Socialist
Alliance and send to LSA, Box 22, 136-138 Kingsland High
Street, London E8 2NS

ous unity projects of the left. We cer-
tainly plan to continue working
closely and debating with comrades
in the aftermath of this by-election.
North Defoe is only the beginning! l

Join the campaign!
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The letter by Steve Johns (Weekly Worker
January 7) outlines three main areas of criti-
cism of my analysis of the Economic and
Philosophic Science Review journal. Firstly,
the relationship between theory and the
material world. Secondly, whether predic-
tion is necessary for explaining political de-
velopment. Thirdly, the character of
sexuality.

In relation to the first point, in contrast to
Johns’ claims, I was not trying to suggest
that the conflict between different theories
represents an idealist autonomy from the
material world. On the contrary it is not pos-
sible to separate theories from the world:
rather the conflict between different theo-
ries represents a divergent conceptual me-
diation and interpretation of the material
world. Thus theory is ultimately related to
different class interests.

The conflict between different theories
occurs throughout all theoretical disciplines,
such as between rigid Darwinists (Richard
Dawkins) versus moderate (sceptical?) Dar-
winists (Stephen Jay Gould). The complex-
ity and diversity of theories does not mean
we have to become relativist and sceptical:
it is still possible to make choices between
them in rational terms. The capacity for cog-
nition to make choices is an important rea-
son why we choose to become Marxists in
a world dominated by bourgeois ideology.

An additional question needs to be asked.
Why is Marxism more coherent and intelli-
gible than rival ideas and theories? My an-
swer would be that Marxism has a better
comprehension of the class struggle than
rival theories. Marxism is not emphasising
class struggle because of dogma, but can
show that social structures represent exploi-
tation and oppression that generate class
struggle. This does not mean that Marxism
is complete and represents absolute truth.
Marxism can become one-sided and stag-
nant. The Marxist approach will only gain
support if Marxists defend their perspec-
tives in an open and flexible manner.

Thus in order to be convincing Marxists
have to be prepared for dialogue, but to
Johns dialogue with non-Marxists is just
opportunism and conciliation. Thus Johns’
mention of Aristotle shows the EPSR’s rigid
differentiation of theory into ‘Marxism ver-
sus reaction’. Aristotle is dismissed as an
anti-Marxist thinker, which leads to an ef-
fective denial of his contribution towards
the development of the law of value, and
his role in the development of philosophy
is also treated with contempt.

Johns argues that materialism recognises
that before theory Marx got to know the
world “through conflict, actual material
struggle”. But what he is justifying is the
view that knowledge at the level of appear-
ance, sensation, experience and intuition is
primary. However, this is not theoretical
knowledge, and such a standpoint leads to
subjective idealism. Marx and Engels had
an intellectual background of Hegelianism,
and this gave them the theoretical and po-
litical confidence to become active adher-
ents in the struggle for bourgeois democratic
political change. Subsequently, without this
theoretical development it would not have
been possible for them to have interpreted
the beginning of capitalism in a revolution-
ary proletarian manner. Johns is reluctant
to elaborate upon the intellectual context of
the development of Marxism because it
would show the limitations in his empiricist
standpoint.

With regards to the second main area of
criticism John argues: without prediction is
capitalism unknowable? In reply I would
suggest that an emphasis upon prediction
is an expression of ideological consolation
about the world, and represents the diver-
sity of idealist illusions that have sustained
religion and utopian socialism. In 1916 Lenin
predicted that it may be a long time before
the next Russian revolution, but getting this
prediction wrong did not stop him from be-
ing a great revolutionary. Rather what is in-
dicated it how foolish it was to make such a
prediction. Bourgeois ideologues some-
times try to discredit Marxism on the basis
of producing selective predictions by Marx
about the relationship between economic
crisis and revolution. This arbitrary proce-

dure does nothing to tell us whether Marx-
ism is an explanatory approach.

Johns maintains that Lenin’s theory of im-
perialism is connected very closely to pre-
diction. Lenin considered the development
of monopoly capital and finance capital as
a structural representation of the intensifi-
cation of the contradictions of capitalism,
in particular the contradiction between the
increased socialisation of production and
the regressive private ownership of the
means of production. Lenin’s perspective
outlined the potential for international pro-
letarian revolution in the short term, but this
analysis did not represent prediction, which
is inherently rigid, specific and impression-
istic. Prediction is superficial because we
can never control, or project what will hap-
pen in relation to, human actions in the fu-
ture. Indeed, human actions can have many
unintended consequences that show pre-
diction is a pretext for wishful thinking, be-
cause prediction represents the illusion that
human activity can defy objective problems
and reach its self-proclaimed end.

Contrary to Johns’ claims I was not try-
ing to suggest that it is not possible to un-
derstand capitalism. Rather I was arguing
that prediction about the effects of crisis,
decline and recession, can be virtually im-
possible because of the anarchic nature of
capitalism. But this theoretical problem con-
cerning the accuracy of prediction does not
mean the crisis of capitalism cannot be ex-
plained. For example, possible causes of the
crisis include the role of finance capital, the
falling rate of profit and the decline of in-
dustrial capital, which has led to the de-
crease in the objective basis for the
production of surplus value in the imperial-
ist countries, and the end to the boom in
the expanding capitalist countries. The sig-
nificance of these developments is not yet
generalised, and has not yet brought about
trade war, which would signify the onset of
global crisis. It is necessary to be cautious
in relation to the conclusions of economic
analysis. This is not in order to adapt to
what exists, but to avoid subjective guess-
work. For subjective analysis has more to
do with generating false optimism than de-
veloping a scientific approach. Possibly one
day the EPSR will be able to tell everyone,
‘We told you so’, but this will still not mean
that their rigid predictive approach has ex-
plained why we have arrived at the situa-
tion we are in. Instead they will only be able
to tell us that we have arrived.

Having read the EPSR closely for over
two years, it presents a catastrophist stance
that crisis can lead to trade war, war and the
potential for revolution. This approach rep-
resents an emphasis upon objective proc-
esses that humans can do nothing to alter
or modify. Thus the question not asked by
the EPSR is: will the capitalist class do noth-
ing in order to try and prevent the onset of
world war and revolution? Has the imperial-
ist bourgeoisie not learnt from two world
wars, and countless smaller wars, that war
leads to political instability and the pros-
pect of revolution, whether this be proletar-
ian or anti-imperialist revolution?

The third area of criticism made by Johns
concerns my comment about the complex-
ity involved with regards to understanding
sexuality. I was trying to show that Roy
Bull’s explanation was antiquated, unscien-
tific and an accommodation to bourgeois
ideology. Personally I do not have an alter-
native theory, because unlike Roy Bull I am
not a theoretical expert on sexual orienta-
tion.

But one aspect of sexuality not mentioned
by Roy Bull and Johns is love. Love is a
central aspect of durable relations, and is
obviously not limited to one type of sexual-
ity. Human beings seem to have a basic need
for love, and it is this need which can ad-
vance not only our understanding of sexu-
ality, but also express an aspect of the
potential for overcoming capitalism and es-
tablishing communism.

Nottingham

In his article on Jesus (Weekly Worker De-
cember 17) Jack Conrad reaches the inter-
esting conclusion that “Jesus was a brave -

albeit ultra-left - revolutionary who wrongly
staked all not on the masses, but a coup
and outside intervention” (by the heavenly
host of angels).

  This conclusion, he admits, is based on
“imagination and common sense” - ie, is not
based on facts. It could not be, as there are
not any. The only historical evidence we
have for the existence of Jesus is the
christians’ holy book they call the ‘new tes-
tament’, which was written more than 50
years - at least - after Jesus was supposed
to have lived. But Conrad admits that this is
so full of myths, legends, interpolations and
redactions that it is quite unreliable as his-
tory.

It is, nevertheless, a historical document,
but the only facts we can extract from it are
that there was a person of that name who
was a preacher and teacher in Galilee in the
first century of our era. We could probably
add that he called on his Jewish co-
religionists to repent and change their ways,
as the end of the world was nigh. Beyond
this we can say nothing. We cannot say, as
Conrad’s scenario posits, that he was pro-
claimed “king of the Jews”, nor that he was
executed by the Romans, nor that he led a
“mass movement”.

In fact, in view of the fact that he is not
mentioned at all by the Jewish historian
Josephus (except for forged insertions by
later christian scribes), who wrote at the
same times as the authors of the new testa-
ment, we can conclude that his movement
and demise were not significant. Josephus
mentions one incident concerning someone
who Conrad would perhaps regard as an-
other “brave ultra-left”, a certain Thaddeus,
who, he said, tried to take over Jerusalem
with only 300 followers. To not have rated a
mention in Josephus, the historical Jesus
must have been even less significant.

The materialist approach to christianity
is not to join in the pointless game of trying
to reconstruct the life of the historical Je-
sus (there is nothing to go on except specu-
lation, but how can you choose between
speculations?), but to explain the rise and
triumph of the christian religion in Europe
and the Middle East in Roman times or,
rather, of a universalist religion based on
the self-sacrifice of a saviour-god - since,
had Jesus never existed, economic condi-
tions would still have required the develop-
ment of such a religion and we in Europe
would have been taught over the past 1,700
years to worship, as the son of a god sent
to save us, Mithras, Dionysus, Attis or even
Thaddeus.

West London

IBT comrades in Britain are helping to build
a public meeting in defence of Mumia Abu-
Jamal, to be held at Conway Hall at 7.30pm,
Thursday January 28. There will be speak-
ers, discussion from the floor and space for
stalls. It is hoped that this meeting will be
the launch of a united front coalition to or-
ganise further events in defence of Mumia.

IBT Britain/Marxist Bulletin

On Saturday January 9 the Nazis of the Na-
tional Front held their third march against
asylum-seekers in Dover. Despite having
had barely three days’ notice, anti-fascists
were able to mobilise some 60 people to op-
pose the fascists’ march along the seafront
- twice the number mustered by the NF.

Despite the overwhelming police pres-
ence, thanks to the efforts of the anti-fas-
cists it took the NF more than three quarters
of an hour to march the half-mile from the
Eastern Docks to the Western Docks.

The NF say that they intend to keep hold-
ing marches in Dover every few months.
Local anti-fascists will keep on trying to stop
them.

Dover

Speaking on behalf of the Socialist Workers Party at the
January 5 United Socialists meeting (see report, front
page), Pat Stack described the way that the left found
out about the possible candidacy of Paul Foot for Lon-
don mayor as “not ideal”, even “unfortunate”.

Quite true. Socialists and revolutionaries first learned
of this when comrade Foot was presented as the “social-
ist candidate” - in the pages of The Guardian (Novem-
ber 24 1998). This particularly rankled with those involved
in discussions with the SWP within United Socialists to
create a united left platform for the European elections
this year. In a healthy move, SWP comrades have now
underlined their commitment to a democratic process,
and that they are open to suggestion and arguments
from other organisations.

So what should be our approach to this important round
of elections?

First, there is Livingstone. In principle, there is abso-
lutely nothing wrong with supporting his right to stand.
This would be a blow against the Blairite stranglehold
over the Labour Party, something which could create flu-
idity. With this in mind, it is hard to understand the arti-
cle from Mark Osborn of the Alliance for Workers’ Liberty
in last week’s paper.

Mark ticks off comrades from Workers Fight, implying
that AWL could not support any possible Livingstone
candidacy. He suggests that “the left must make honest,
public balance sheets of it actions, policies, etc” (Weekly
Worker January 7). This accounting would presumably
include criticism of those who advocated backing for
Blair’s party in 1996 - including a vote to Livingstone, of
course - as a prelude to a ‘crisis of expectations’, com-
rade Osborn?

Of course, supporting Livingstone’s right to stand
should in no way equate with unconditional backing for
him as mayor. Under present conditions, he does not
represent any sort of mass movement, but feeds off inar-
ticulate left sentiment in society itself. More than that,
Livingstone is an unprincipled careerist. He is not fight-
ing to become London mayor to spark the working class
into life, but to further his own ambitions. His real prior-
ity is a government post - perhaps as a junior minister of
transport.

The SWP has suggested that it will unconditionally
support the man in the (unlikely) event that he stands,
“because [ordinary people] see him as a leftwing oppo-
nent of Blair’s pro-business policies” (Socialist Worker
November 28 1998). Paul Foot suggests that he is “100%
behind Ken, but if he is not selected … then there should
be a socialist candidate” (The Guardian November 24
1998).

Surely the correct position - aside from whatever tacti-
cal support is offered to Livingstone in his tussle with
Blair - is ensuring that there will be a socialist candidate.
The notion that a Ken Livingstone standing as the offi-
cial Blairite candidate would have anything to with ‘so-
cialism’ is mere wishful thinking (if he broke with Labour
in order to stand, it would be a different story). Thus,
any candidate - Livingstone, Foot or anyone else - must
be evaluated politically.

Which brings us back to Paul Foot. At the moment, his
is the only name in the hat. He is a reasonably well known
political figure, associated with socialist opposition to
Blair’s Labour. He certainly has a long record of princi-
pled campaigning. He could be an effective unity candi-
date.

However, London comrades - including SWP members
themselves - should have the right to question the can-
didate. A minimum platform should be negotiated that
Paul Foot or any other candidate must defend. This can
act as the unifying element in a joint campaign. It should
go without saying that any component part of such a
bloc - including comrade Foot and the SWP - must be
free to produce their own, supplementary or critical propa-
ganda alongside such a minimum platform. As we have
learned from our practical work in the London Socialist
Alliance and in the current by-election contest in Hack-
ney, this is a precondition for principled unity.

Lastly, our candidate must be adopted democratically -
in stark contrast to squalid machinations in Blair’s party,
of course. We have already suggested that this should
take the form of an open meeting of the entire London
left. The numerical strength of the SWP may appear to
make the result a foregone conclusion. But this is not the
point. The exemplary nature of such an approach - open,
mass and democratic - should not be underestimated l

Mark Fischer
national organiser
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or decades the christian estab-
lishment was known as the Tory
Party at prayer. Then it became,

ary martyr, Che Guevara. As the rev-
erend Tom Ambrose, of the Churches
in Advertising Network, put it, “We
want people to realise that Jesus is
not a wimp in a white nightie or some-
one who is a bit of a walkover, but a
strong, revolutionary figure.”

Naturally, this has proved all too
much for the delicate sensibilities of
the christian ‘traditionalists’. Harry
Greenway of the Conservative Chris-
tian Fellowship has denounced the
Christians in Media campaign as
“grossly sacrilegious”. Ann
Widdecombe, new convert to Roman
catholicism from Anglicanism, re-
torted: “As far as this poster goes,
we should be modelling ourselves on
Christ, not modelling Christ on us.”
Quite understandably, the bishop of
Wakefield did not think the poster
campaign was “the proper way of pre-
senting the message of love and
peace”.

Communists would indeed support
the supposed aim of the poster cam-
paign to “discover the real Jesus” -
ie, the historical Jesus. He was cer-
tainly not meek and mild. Nor was he
a wimpy pacifist who urged the
masses to turn the other cheek and
love their Roman oppressors. Jesus
was a violent revolutionary who
wanted to establish a theocratic com-
munism. Therefore we have to disa-
gree with the ignorant comments of
the reverend Peter Owen-Jones, a key
figure behind Christians in the Me-
dia: “We are not saying that Jesus
was a communist, but that he was a
revolutionary.”

The truth is that, no matter how un-
comfortable it may be for christians,
Jesus was both a revolutionary and a
communist - albeit of an apocalyptic
or primitive sort. In that sense, the
similarities between Jesus and
Guevara are not to be lightly dis-
missed. They have much in common.
However, it should be plain for all to
see that you will not discover the real
Jesus following the christian cult -
whatever denomination or schism. To
do that you will have to read - for
instance - the works of Karl Kautsky
(The foundations of christianity),
outstanding Jewish scholars like
Hyam Maccoby (Revolution in

Judea) or the publications of the Com-
munist Party of Great Britain (see Jack
Conrad, ‘Jesus: from Jewish revolu-
tionary to imperial god’ Weekly
Worker December 17 1998).

The positive qualities possessed
by Jesus and Guevara (courage, self-
lessness, self-sacrifice, etc) need to
be balanced with more negative ones.
Both revolutionaries had their faults.
Marxists are not pantheists who have
a list of secular saints who are some-
how above criticism. We must ruth-
lessly criticise everything and
everybody. For materialists, the prime
charge to direct against both Jesus
and Guevara was the fact that they
were fundamentally utopian revolu-
tionaries. That is, they looked to an
elite minority to bring salvation. For
Jesus it was his tiny band of disci-
ples armed with two swords; while
for the more practical Guevara it was
the guerrilla units (or foci) armed with
AK47s which would descend upon
the cities and introduce ‘communism’.
Jesus had god and divine interven-
tion to rely upon; Guevara looked to-
wards the guerrilla leader triggering
an uprising of the masses.

Under the revolutionary doctrines
of Jesus the masses are relegated to
the role of cheerleaders - at best. Je-
sus’s god-given monarchical com-
munism was not democratic; it did not
look to self-liberation. Ultimately, nei-
ther did Guevara’s guerilla nucleus.
This was amply demonstrated during
his ill-fated Bolivian campaign. His
forces were regarded more with fear
than rejoicing by the downtrodden
and oppressed peasantry, to whom
the appearance of Guevara meant
army retribution and hence yet more
suffering.

His narodnik-utopian scheme sti-
fled the real class struggle. Guevara’s
impatience and frustration was there-
fore often directed against the peas-
antry he was supposed to be
liberating. As John Lee Anderson
writes, “Fear and panic from civilians
often greeted their [Guevara’s unit]
arrival, and to obtain food and infor-
mation they frequently had to resort
to coercion, adopting the practice of
holding people hostage while a rela-
tive or friend was sent off on errands

n
London: Sunday January 17, 5pm
- ‘The third period of the dicta-
torship of the proletariat’, using
Hal Draper’s Karl Marx’s theory
of revolution Vol 3 as a study
guide.
For details phone 0181-459 7146.

Manchester: ‘Wages’ in the
series on Karl Marx’s Capital.
Monday January 18, 7.30 pm.
For details, phone 0161-798 6417.
E-mail: cpgb2@aol.com.

n
The CPGB has forms available for
you to include the Party and the
struggle for communism in your
will. Write for details.

n

To get involved, contact Box 22,
136-138 Kingsland High Street,
London E8 2NS, or ring Anne
Murphy on 0973-231 620.

n

Cardiff branch of the WSA will
be discussing its election
material.
Monday February 1, 7.30pm at
the Bo-Sun pub, Maria Street,
Cardiff Docks.

n

‘Time for united action’ confer-
ence. Saturday February 13,
10am-4pm, Mechanics Institute,
Princess Street, Manchester. £5
(organisations).
For details ring John (0161-286
7679), Margaret (0161-861 8390)
or Norma (0161-445 6681).

n

Public meeting - ‘Towards a
Marxist political economy of
Labourism and the welfare state’.
Speaker: Pete Kennedy. Thurs-
day January 28, 7.30pm, Partrick
Burgh Halls. All welcome.

n

National demonstration to defend
asylum and immigration rights,
Saturday February 27. Assemble
12 noon, Embankment tube.
Called by the Coalition for
Asylum and Immigration Rights.
For more information contact the
National Coalition of Anti-
Deportation Campaigns
(NCADC), 101 Villa Road,
Birmingham B21 1NH. Phone:
0121-554 6947; E-mail:
CAIR@ncadc.demon.co.uk.

n

For details phone Patrick on
(01304) 216102 or Martin on
(01304) 206140.

n

Support Group meets every
Monday, 7pm, at the Station pub,
Warrington Street, Ashton under
Lyne.
Donations and solidarity to
Tameside Unison, 29 Booth
Street, Ashton under Lyne.

for them” (JL Anderson Che
Guevara: a revolutionary life Lon-
don 1997, p722).

 Jesus and Guevara were also
united by their voluntarism, which
dismissed material reality and the ex-
isting social-economic conditions as
essentially irrelevant to the revolu-
tionary struggle. Jesus had the illu-
sion that he and his small band could
seize the temple in Jerusalem and im-
mediately inaugurate the ‘kingdom of
god’. Guevara thought that the
chronically backward countries of
Cuba, Bolivia, Congo, Vietnam, etc
were ripe for ‘communism’ - all that
was necessary was an extreme act of
will and heroic self-sacrifice. In 1960
René Dumont, a French Marxist
economist, held discussions with
Guevara. He came to the opinion that
Guevara “was far ahead of his time -
in thought, he had already entered a
communist stage” (ibid p480).

The flip-side of Guevara’s roman-
tic narodnik-utopianism was an at-
traction to bureaucracy and
personality cultism. For all his criti-
cisms, Guevara saw the ‘socialist
bloc’ countries as models. His admi-
ration for JV Stalin or Mao never di-
minished. Quite the opposite appears
to be the case.

It is perfectly true that in his later
years Guevara became disenchanted
with the “state capitalist” Soviet Un-
ion and its vassals. But his growing,
and understandable, cynicism about
the Soviet bureaucracy took the semi-
Maoist form of an increased admira-
tion for the ‘anti-Soviet regimes’ in
China, North Korea, Albania, etc. His
hopes for the future became focused
almost exclusively on the rural, un-
developed countries and the ‘noble
peasant’.

Consequently, he effectively aban-
doned the proletariat - especially
those in the advanced capitalist coun-
tries - who lived in the “degenerate
cities”, and seemed bent on the crea-
tion of a “pastoral utopia” through
guerrilla warfare (ibid p621 and p299).
It is not too difficult to see where
petty bourgeois groups like the Revo-
lutionary Communist Group/Fight
Racism Fight Imperialism get their
‘third worldist’ moralism from. For the
RCG virtually all workers - except ‘the
dispossessed’ - in the advanced
countries are by definition ‘labour
aristocrats’.

  Interestingly enough, as more evi-
dence of his romantic utopianism,
Guevara viewed Lenin as “the cul-
prit” - if not the fallen angel - for in-
troducing the New Economic Policy
and hence ‘ruining’ the pristine ide-
als of the Russian Revolution and the
Soviet Union. Instead, Guevara glo-
rified the years of war communism,
when money - and hence, so he
thought, individualism - had been
‘abolished’ ... by civil war, famine,
chaos and generalised want.

You could say that unlike Guevara,
Jesus did not enjoy the advantage of
having access to Marxism and scien-
tific socialism - nor did he look to state
dictatorships as vehicles for salva-
tion. Then again, Guevara always
looked to human beings, not super-
natural forces, as the agency of po-
litical-social change and history.

Whatever the case, we must not let
the christian cult appropriate and hi-
jack the revolutionary kernel which
you can find in the doctrines of Je-
sus and Ernesto Che Guevara. The
established church’s mission has
been to provide theological justifica-
tions for the status quo and exploita-
tive class rule. Jesus and Che were
revolutionaries who sided with the
oppressed l

Danny Hammill

according to some, the SDP at prayer
- and perhaps New Labour at prayer.
But now the rapidly declining cult has
decided that it is time for a face-lift.

Remember all those rightwing Con-
servative MPs like Norman Tebbit
who used to fulminate against  “Marx-
ist bishops” (when they were not
condemning the BBC as the “Bolshe-
vik Broadcasting Company”)? These
“Marxist bishops” had committed the
cardinal sin of mentioning the pov-
erty and social deprivation of Britain
under Tory rule - and in the case of
the then bishop of Durham had ex-
pressed some sort of vague humani-
tarian-philanthropic solidarity with
the miners’ Great Strike of 1984-85.

It seems that the good brethren
have taken inspiration from the jibes
of Tebbit et al. It has now decided to
repackage itself as the Tooting Popu-
lar Front at prayer - or at least to make
an effort to convince us that to be a
christian is to be part of a radical
counter-culture. A group called Chris-
tians in Media have launched a poster
campaign which seeks to associate
Jesus with the semi-mythical revolu-
tionary, Ernesto Che Guevara. This
takes the form of manipulating the
classic ‘student bedsit’ Che image
(which seems to have become a capi-
talist product par excellence) in or-
der to make Jesus look like the
charismatic Argentinean - so the
Guevara image now has a crown of
thorns as opposed to a beret with a
five-point star. The slogan under-
neath the ‘Jesus Guevara/Che Christ’
depiction has the words, “Meek and
mild, as if: discover the real Jesus”.
This also ties in nicely of course with
the razzmataz surrounding the 40th
anniversary of the Cuban revolution.

In other words, the iconography of
the suffering and passive martyr, Je-
sus, is beeing replaced - at least for
this particular campaign - by the ico-
nography of the violent revolution-
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ur general secretary has at last
been forced to openly admit
the existence not only of lead-

Party’ with its list of recommended
candidates for the NEC elections.
Comrades Heron and Dunn were
beaten by a slate of loyalists, EPSR
supporters and Harpal Brar of the Sta-
lin Society, while a sullen comrade
Drummond withdrew. And of course
Roy Bull easily saw off Pat Sikorski
for the vice-presidency. Only Carolyn
Sikorski was successful - re-elected
unopposed by the Fisc-dominated
women’s section.

Fisc hit back in its London power
base, where Heron is regional presi-
dent. Suddenly ‘discovering’ the
homophobic contents of the EPSR,
Fisc demanded that Bull be “immedi-
ately removed from his position” (ie,
that Scargill should overrule the
democratic election), failing which it
would be “completely impossible to
consider any further electoral chal-
lenge on behalf of the party in Lon-
don”. In other words Heron and co
would go on strike when it came to
the European elections in June.

So now we have comrade Scargill’s
‘even-handed’ response. Both Fisc
and the EPSR are told to behave in
the hope that he can keep both fac-
tions on board. He even lets it be
known in another part of the SLP In-
formation Bulletin that he has “paid
tribute to the hard work of Brian
Heron” in the setting up of the youth
section. But the Scargillite motions -
all backed “overwhelmingly” by the
NEC - are full of contradictions.

Firstly there is the outrageous ban
on members circulating any docu-
ments within the party “other than
with the authorisation of the NEC”.
Members are told they have the ab-
stract right to request a special con-
gress - but no means whatsoever of
coordinating such a call. Branches are
clearly not allowed by this edict to
write to each other at all (although
Scargill has carelessly forgotten to
outlaw telephone calls).

There is only one organisation
which - theoretically - could muster
25% support without contacting any
other CSLP or party affiliate: the 3,000-
strong North West, Cheshire and
Cumbria Miners Association. Even if
the party membership total is calcu-
lated using Scargill’s normal method
- adding up all the names of every
person who has ever applied to join -
the NWCCMA would have around
half. Using the ‘constitutional’
method - the “voting entitlement at
the last party congress” (3,775 affili-
ated members, plus a mere 450 indi-
viduals) - it would have almost three
quarters. In reality most affiliated
members, including those belonging
to the NWCCMA retired miners’ club,
have never even heard of the SLP.

In other words only Scargill himself
can call a special congress. Either he
gets the NEC to exercise its constitu-
tional right or, in the unlikely event of
his inability to win an NEC majority,
he tells Paul Hardman to fix it through

the NWCCMA. Of course in normal
circumstances membership consulta-
tion is the last thing our general sec-
retary wants.

The motion on the EPSR is note-
worthy in that it more or less forces
Bull to distance himself from his own
bulletin. In fact Bull has let it be
known, using an intermediary
through the Weekly Worker, that he
is no longer the editor (officially at
least). Neither he nor his EPSR com-
rades on the NEC are likely to write
for it under their own names. But the
EPSR is clearly not a proscribed pub-
lication, even though clause II (4) of
the constitutions supposedly bans
groups “which have their own pro-
gramme, principles and policies, dis-
tinctive and separate propaganda”
from membership.

Up to now Scargill has turned a
blind eye to the EPSR’s open circu-
lation - the Bullites have been more
than useful to him as sycophantic
cheerleaders and anti-communist
witch hunters. But now the wide-
spread outrage at its homophobic
contents, intensified after Bull’s elec-
tion, means that comrade Scargill can
no longer simply ignore the cut-and-
paste weekly. The EPSR must sub-
mit to self-censorship. Not only must
its publishers “give an undertaking
that it will not comment on the affairs
of the SLP”, but its contents must
not “lead SLP members to conclude”
that it is being discriminatory against
women, homosexuals, etc.

The ban on public “comment on
the affairs of the SLP” is yet another
dictatorial, anti-democratic and

ership differences, but of rival fac-
tions within the Socialist Labour
Party, including on the national ex-
e c u t i v e .

The SLP Information Bulletin -
dated December 1998, but circulated
to the membership within the last week
- gives us a rare report of controver-
sial decisions taken by the NEC at its
December 12 meeting (see extract be-
low). Of course comrade Scargill
would have preferred not to have to
inform ‘his’ party about such matters.
Much better to “focus on the real
struggle” - ie, where the membership
simply follows the leadership’s wise
guidance on questions of policy, and
does not concern itself with the small
matter of the kind of party the work-
ing class needs. But recent events
had left him with little option but to
take the bull by the horns: not only
did he force through three motions
to reinforce his control, but felt
obliged to actually tell the members
about what he has done.

The problem was that these ques-
tions were already public knowledge
amongst remaining party activists.
Many of them are on the verge of re-
signing because of recent events,
which culminated in the election of
Royston Bull, then editor of the Eco-
nomic and Philosophic Science Re-
view, to the vice-presidency last
November, replacing Scargill’s former
close confidant, Patrick Sikorski of
the Fourth International Supporters
Caucus (Fisc).

Readers will recall that the leading
Fiscites (Pat Sikorski, Carolyn
Sikorski and Brian Heron) were in-
creasingly dissatisfied with Scargill’s
dictatorial regime - a mood which was
exacerbated by his failure to organ-
ise a full annual congress for 1998.
The only show of democracy allowed
at the November 14 special congress
in Manchester was in the elections
for national officers and the new NEC.
When it was known how the Man-
chester congress was to be organ-
ised, Fisc decided to launch their
‘Appeal for a special conference’ in
order to “bring [the problems] out into
the light and fix them together”. They
quickly gathered 53 signatures from
among their close contacts, headed
by comrades Heron, Carolyn Sikorski,
Terry Dunn and Helen Drummond.

Clearly Fisc and their allies felt that
this move was totally in line with the
constitution, which states that “A
special congress may be convened
at any time by the national executive
committee or upon request by 25%
of the membership calculated for this
purpose on the voting entitlement at
the last party congress” (clause V1
(2)). Their appeal even included the
sentence, “We have a constitution
which all must respect and abide by.”
In order to provide some background,
they circulated Pat Sikorski’s propos-
als aiming to clip Scargill’s wings,
‘Renewing our sense of purpose’
(see Weekly Worker November 12
1998) and the general secretary’s ram-
bling ‘A reply to renewing our sense
of purpose’.

Scargill was furious. He decided to
ditch his former Fiscite courtiers, giv-
ing the nod to the ‘Campaign to sup-
port Scargill and the national
leadership of the Socialist Labour

frankly counterproductive ruling for
any working class organisation that
genuinely wants to find a way for-
ward. Then there is the implication
that any individual SLP member need
only “conclude” that a publication is
“attacking and discriminating” - irre-
spective of the truth - to presumably
allow Scargill to demand its closure.

Personally I have no time for many
of the opinions that find their way
into Bull’s rag. Despite its support-
ers’ denials, its views are homopho-
bic - whether they like it or not. See,
for example, Steve Johns’ horror in
his letter to the Weekly Worker last
week at the thought that “homosexu-
ality is as preferable as, and on a norm
with, heterosexuality” (January 7). As
all good ‘Marxists’ know, homosexu-
ality is a “perversion”, an “emotional
and sexual malfunction”. The EPSR
prefers good old bourgeois ‘family
values’, where “a loving father fig-
ure” guarantees that little Johnny will
turn out straight as a die. And they
call this “science”.

But that is not the point. Surely the
best way to defeat wrong and reac-
tionary ideas is through exposing
them out in the open. I am not sug-
gesting that, for example, the Weekly
Worker should have a liberal, ‘any-
thing goes’ policy on what it pub-
lishes. Everything must be judged on
its merits. I would not expect it to give
prominence to a dissenting voice dur-
ing a key action. And we ought to
have no hesitation whatsoever in
stamping on racist or homophobic
views being put out in the name of
the party. Nevertheless, in general
comrades must be entitled to say
what they want - and in their own
publications if necessary.

In my opinion it is not the EPSR’s
homophobia which is the most dan-
gerous aspect of its views. In fact it
is symptomatic of the Bullites’ con-
tempt for all working class struggles
for democracy - whether it be national
self-determination, women’s equality
or gay rights. They have no notion
of our class championing the op-
pressed in order to liberate itself, nor
of the victory of communism usher-
ing in a new age of freedom, where
each individual can find full expres-
sion - physical, cultural and, yes,
sexual. Their ‘socialism’ is one where
the workers must conform to the Great
Leader’s will.

But back to the SLP Information
Bulletin. It is always useful when
bureaucrats are forced into print. For
instance, in 1996 Scargill bluntly told
an SLP trade union conference,
“There will be no factions in the SLP.”
His leaflet handed to a meeting of the
Campaign for a Democratic SLP (by
his then ally, Terry Dunn) in 1997 in-
formed those present that “any mem-
ber who attends a ‘faction’” is acting
contrary to the constitution. Yet his
third NEC motion states that only
those “individuals, groups, factions
or journals/bulletins” who “refuse to
comply with these policy decisions”
will face disciplinary proceedings.

The implication of this sentence is
that in general it is now quite all right
not only to form a “faction”, but to
publish a “journal” - just what the
EPSR and comrade Harpal Brar (edi-
tor of the Stalinite Lalkar bi-monthly)
have been doing ever since they
joined our party. Yet even this is ap-
parently contradicted by a warning
to “those individuals who organise
groups and/or factions contrary to
the party’s constitution”.

Just who can do what, Arthur? l

Report from NEC

l
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rthur Scargill has a little prob-
lem with Royston Bull’s fear
of gay people. The newly

criticisms must not be based on nar-
row, sectarian self-interest and point-
scoring. We must approach the
question from the interests of the
working class movement. We must
advocate the best solution that revo-
lutionary communist have to offer. We
do not seek the ignominious collapse
of the SLP project. Our proposals
must be based on what is necessary
to divert it from its current disastrous
road to ruin.

The SLP has had a positive impact
on the socialist movement. A leading
trade unionist openly broke with of-
ficial Labour and has tried to set up a
party to fight Blair. This was positive.
It changed the climate of opinion in
the working class movement. There
is little doubt in my mind that this has
helped to persuade the SWP, for ex-
ample, to stand candidates, which in
turn helps to build a stronger anti-
Labour current. The political impact
of the SLP on the socialist and trade
union movement may not yet be clear.
Equally the negative impact of its
demise may not be immediately obvi-
ous. Only if communists fight in a
principled way can anything positive
be saved. Whether communists are
in the SLP or out, they have every
right, responsibility and duty to pro-
pose the best way forward. They have
to approach the crisis in the SLP in a
constructive and principled way.

The alternative to censorship and
cover-up was debated by the Revo-
lutionary Democratic Communist Ten-
dency at its recent meeting. There was
a division of opinion. The RDG com-
rades have since considered the mo-
tion (see Weekly Worker December
17 1998). We support continuing the
“campaign to expose Bull’s ideas on

gays and lesbians”. But this does not
go far enough. We are in favour of
action being taken against Bull. The
question is - what action and who
should carry it out?

As revolutionary democratic com-
munists we must argue the case for
‘best practice’. We want Bull dealt
with in an exemplary and democratic
fashion. This is the very opposite of
the methods deployed by Bull him-
self when he plotted and engineered
the expulsion of John Pearson from
the SLP. We are not opposed to ex-
pulsions, provided they are politi-
cally justifiable and the result of an
open and democratic process.

Libertarian communists have a
quite different approach. They would
not wish to expel anybody from any-
thing. They tend to believe in the
‘party of the whole class’. Accord-
ingly there is a place in the party for a
range of views, both backward and
advanced. After all, if some workers
are racist, why shouldn’t this be re-
flected in a workers’ party? So whilst
we opposed racism, we would be pre-
pared to tolerate racist ideas, albeit
critically, in a Communist Party.

Revolutionary democratic commu-
nists fight for a vanguard party, not a
party of the whole class. The van-
guard must be based on the most
advanced scientific ideas. The party
would not seek to reflect the range of
views within the working class, but
to combat all backward and reaction-
ary ideas and prejudices. Such ideas
would be rooted out, by a combina-
tion of ideological struggle and in
some circumstances the expulsion of
individuals from membership. We are
not libertarians who believe in toler-
ating every kind of reactionary and
chauvinistic prejudice. We have no
problem with the principle of exclud-
ing racists, sexists and homophobes
from the party.

It is therefore quite legitimate to
expel someone from a Communist
Party, if they hold or advocate par-
ticular reactionary views. The party
is a voluntary organisation. People
volunteer to join. The Party can also
volunteer not to accept somebody.
The voluntary nature of the organi-
sation cuts both ways.

The issue is therefore a question
of fact, interpretation and due proc-
ess. Roy Bull stands accused of pro-
moting anti-gay prejudice. He has
been accused by the Weekly Worker
and by many members of the SLP, in-
cluding some of its leading members.
This matter cannot be dismissed or
simply swept under the carpet.

A party needs to investigate the
facts. It needs a special body elected
by the membership and charged with
responsibility of gathering any evi-
dence, interviewing witnesses, and
ascertaining the facts. This includes
the right of those being accused or
investigated to state their views. In
the SWP, for example, there was such
a body, known as the control com-
mission. The purpose of the control
commission is to gather the facts,
make a report and recommendations.
This report serves as the basis for
either action or further debate and
must be open and available to all
members.

It is then possible for the member-
ship through the medium of the con-
gress to decide what is the
appropriate action to take. This does

not rule out a special congress if
members felt the matter of urgency
warranted it, or a ballot of the entire
membership. The point of a demo-
cratic procedure is that the member-
ship decide between removal from
office, temporary suspension from
membership or permanent expulsion.
If the members of the SLP decide that
the allegations against Bull are cor-
rect, they will be able to decide at
congress whether to vote him out of
office or out of membership.

What role should the leadership -
for example, the SLP national execu-
tive - have in this process? They
should not have the power or respon-
sibility to expel anybody. They must
have the right to suspend a member -
but this should be restricted to cases
where there is prima facie evidence
of violence or a threat of violence or
fraud.

However, the national executive
has the responsibility to instruct the
control commission or equivalent
body to carry out any investigation.
This is a political decision and as such
is accountable to the membership.
The national executive may fail to do
its duty by implementing the neces-
sary procedures. This might be be-
cause it has failed to assess the
situation correctly or because it is
protecting its own allies for sectarian
political motives. Either way the mem-
bership will draw their own conclu-
sions.

The question of due process has
sometimes been mistakenly polarised
into ‘doing nothing’ or asking Arthur
Scargill to expel Roy Bull. Posed in
this way, there is a natural reluctance
to call on comrade Scargill to exercise
such dictatorial powers. This is a red
herring. As revolutionary democrats
we are not calling for such dictator-
ship. It is however quite right for SLP
members to demand that the national
executive, on which Arthur Scargill
has one vote, to behave in a respon-
sible fashion and act as a responsi-
ble leadership.

It is not responsible for either the
membership or the leadership to do
nothing. If the national executive sits
on its hands, plugs up its ears, and
puts the proverbial telescope to its
blind eye, then its means that admiral
Scargill is steering the ship straight
onto the rocks. Many will soon be
jumping onto the life rafts. Scargill is
not that stupid and has opted for
censorship and cover-up.

Nevertheless in a democratic pro-
cedure both the leadership and the
whole membership have a role to play.
But the final decision about Bull’s fate
must rest with the membership. There
is no doubt that, had such a demo-
cratic procedure been applied to the
case of John Pearson, he would to-
day be a member of the SLP using his
talents and experience to advance the
party.

Some comrades at the meeting of
the RDCT argued that although
Bull’s views are anti-gay, we must not
publicly call on Scargill to expel him.
This would give credence and legiti-
macy to Scargill. First, as I have al-
ready said, it is not a question of
Scargill expelling Bull, but of the na-
tional executive immediately begin-
ning the investigative process that
may lead to his expulsion. Rank and
file SLP members who already feel
strongly about this should support

the campaign for a special congress,
which is the appropriate body to de-
cide, and sooner rather than later.

Secondly the idea that it is wrong
in principle for SLP members to call
on their national executive to act is a
false argument. It comes from the
same stable as ‘We shouldn’t stand
for parliament or attend bourgeois law
courts because that creates illusions.’
Of course it is permissible under some
circumstances to boycott parliament
or law courts, etc. But we are not call-
ing on SLP members to ‘boycott’ the
national executive. SLP members will
quite rightly demand that their elected
executive function in a democratic
fashion. This is true whether this is
in relation to voiding members, using
the block vote, convening the con-
gress or dealing with an outbreak of
homophobic agitation. If we adopt
this leftist moralising and refuse to
demand action only on the issue of
gay rights, then we could be accused
of double standards and being soft
on homophobia.

The meeting of the RDCT was di-
vided on what to do about Bull. The
vast majority wanted to expose and
criticise Bull’s ideas, but could not
support calls for action against him. I
opposed this but not with sufficient
clarity or conviction. The RDCT ma-
jority was an accumulation of differ-
ent views. There were libertarians
who seemed to believe in the party of
the whole class. There were those
who wanted the SLP to stew in its
own juice and have nothing further
to do with it. There were those with
‘clean hands’ who were not against
expelling Bull, but refused to call on
SLP members or the national execu-
tive or Scargill to do their duty. There
were those who were possibly react-
ing against the ex-Fisc ultimatum call-
ing for expulsion or refusing to stand
candidates in the Euro elections.

The ex-Fisc have treated the issue
of Bull as a political bargaining coun-
ter in their own factional struggle.
They have shown very little consid-
eration so far for democratic proc-
esses. They have shown the same
contempt for democracy over the
John Pearson expulsion as they now
do over Bull. It boils down to the
prima donnas trying to play the po-
litical huckster with Scargill. No com-
munist should go along with this
unprincipled approach.

There is a complex range of issues
and arguments that underpin the re-
fusal of the RDCT majority to coun-
tenance disciplinary action against
Bull. I would request that the CPGB
(Provisional Central Committee) look
at this again and clarify exactly where
they stand, with a variety of different
arguments.

Bull was elected under false pre-
tences by a congress, many of whom
were unaware of his anti-gay politics.
Only a special congress can put that
right with sufficient urgency, whether
that means sacking him from his post
as vice-president or expelling him from
the SLP. Many communists in the SLP
and readers of Weekly Worker are al-
ready well informed about Bull’s
views. Whilst we are in favour of a
full and open investigation into Bull’s
brand of gay politics, there is no for
reason for us to be shy in saying that
we think a case for his expulsion al-
ready exists.

Unless or until Bull comes up with
a public statement that will persuade
us to change our minds, we should
call for his expulsion. We should de-
mand a proper investigation by a con-
trol commission or equivalent body
which will enable members to be bet-
ter informed and capable of making
the correct democratic decision l

elected vice-president of the Social-
ist Labour Party was, until very re-
cently, the editor of the Economic and
Philosophic and Science Review in
which he regularly gave full vent to
his prejudices against homosexuals.
This is no more or less a crime than if
Bull was to publish ‘scientific’ arti-
cles on the inferiority of black peo-
ple.

There is a second and less obvi-
ous implication of Bull’s election. It
signals a change in the political char-
acter of the SLP itself. The only fu-
ture for the SLP is as a broad-based
party open to comrades with both
Labourite and communist or Marxist
views. The election of a national ex-
ecutive consisting almost exclusively
of Bull and his EPSR cronies, along
with Harpal Brar and Scargill and his
close supporters means that the SLP
is becoming clearly identified with one
trend, namely Stalinism.

The leadership of Bull, Brar and
Scargill has Stalinist instincts, meth-
ods and ideas. All it needs is for com-
rade Scargill to take control of the
Morning Star to complete the pic-
ture. This narrowing down of the SLP
project is the logical consequence of
a series of defeats suffered by the SLP
beginning with the witch hunt, the
use of the block vote, and various
attempts to silence members who
have criticised this.

Many anti-Stalinist comrades have
been prepared to work and cooper-
ate with Stalinists in a broad-based
party, in the interests of the working
class. But such a party could only
survive and prosper on a democratic
and open basis. It needs of necessity
the infusion of open polemic, the life
blood of new ideas, theories, and pro-
grammes. It needs members contest-
ing for their ideas in front of the
membership. As such, we have no
problem with Harpal Brar selling
Lalkar or Roy Bull publishing the
EPSR. We should defend the right to
publish for all members.

However, the question of whether
the SLP should contain publications
that are openly racist or homophobic
is a different matter. The allegation of
homophobia against the vice-presi-
dent Bull is highly damaging to the
SLP. Most obvious is the damage to
the reputation of the party amongst
gays and lesbians, whether they are
activists, supporters or simply vot-
ers. It reflects badly on the current
leadership of the SLP that backed
Bull’s election, including Scargill him-
self. It reflects badly on SLP members
who voted Bull into office. If this situ-
ation continues it will call into ques-
tion the credentials of the SLP as a
socialist party.

What should be done about Bull?
There are four basic options - do noth-
ing, censor the EPSR and gag Bull,
openly criticise and expose his views,
or take the route of a democratic dis-
ciplinary procedure.

The London committee of the SLP
has demanded instant expulsion or
they will refuse to stand candidates
in the Euro-elections. Arthur Scargill
obviously recognised that the option
of doing nothing is politically impos-
sible. So he has decided to gag Bull
and censor the EPSR. The EPSR must
make no comment on the SLP or
spread the word that gay people are
a sad, unfortunate and inferior spe-
cies. This is in effect a cover-up.

Neither the RDG nor the CPGB are
part of the SLP. Nevertheless we re-
ject the narrow view that the internal
affairs of other socialist organisations
are no concern of ours. However, our
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arket socialism as a concept
only really revived with the
evolution of Stalinism itself -

an Aristotelian, a Hegelian and so on.
But there are some Marxists, particu-
larly in the United States, who argue
this way.

However, if one starts from essen-
tialism, then it would follow that there
is capitalism and there is socialism.
There is an essence of capitalism and
an essence of socialism. There can
be nothing intermediate which is vi-
able. That does not mean to say that
you cannot get something which is
intermediate. You can get various his-
torical abortions - but they cannot last
very long in historical terms.

There cannot be an alternative sys-
tem. You either have capitalism or
socialism and nothing else is possi-
ble. Unless you can actually develop
a theory which says that there is a
‘third way’, like Blair - though that
depends upon whether you think the
man is a serious thinker. There is no
third way. Within Marxism there is no
other possibility: there is only capi-
talism and socialism. There is no other
historical system. Of course, there
have been other apparent forms - such
as social democracy and Stalinism.
But they do appear to me to be these
kinds of historical abortions, which
only existed for particular reasons -
and which could not last. Social de-
mocracy is coming to an end and so
is Stalinism. If one takes those as ex-
amples of historical intermediate
forms (what some people call hy-
brids, though I do not), one can say
that they provide the proof of the
essentialist argument. That is the fun-
damental proposition.

This means that one cannot have,
on the one hand, the law of value,
money and  abstract labour coexist-
ing with their opposites. Clearly, if one
is talking about exchange value and
the law of value, one is talking about
money as the universal equivalent,
and abstract labour as the basis of
value. It is impossible to imagine that
they could coexist with the abolition
of money, the abolition of the law of
value and the abolition of abstract
labour - which is a necessary defini-
tion of any form of socialism. A fun-

damental law of socialism is the con-
scious regulation of the economy by
the direct producers.

Obviously, if you have a socialist
society which is consciously regu-
lated by the direct producers - and
hence is a planned society - there will
be no abstract labour. If you do not
have abstract labour, there will be no
law of value and no market. This is
the concrete result of the essentialist
proposition I outlined earlier. You
have the law of value. You have the
law of the plan. The two simply do
not fit together.

They can only fit together if you
define them differently. In fact, Ernest
Mandel did define them differently. If
you turn planning into a technical
question, and do not treat it as a so-
cial relation whereby the direct pro-
ducers consciously regulate the
economy, then of course it would be
possible to put them together. For that
all you need is a bureaucratic gov-
ernment.

But that is not the real issue. The
real issue is whether the workers
transform the economy and com-
pletely change all social relations -
not about having a government
which issues orders to the workers
who are told to work. Of course, if
you want to argue that you can have
a government issuing orders com-
bined with the market, that is quite
possible. That is basically the propo-
sition of the market socialists.

To make it more concrete. One can
say that the aim of capital production
necessarily stands more and more
opposed to the needs of the indi-
vidual and of society. In other words,
the contradiction between exchange
value and use value becomes ever
more important, more real - and more
threatening. Hence the idea that you
can somehow put together exchange
value and use value just does not
stand up. There are certain obvious
cases - for example, health. The idea
that you can run a health service on
the basis of profit simply does not
work. The same with education - it
just turns the educational system into
a caricature of what it was.

I am personally in the throes of this
myself. They are talking about abol-
ishing my department, the department
of Russian and eastern European
studies, on the grounds that it makes
a loss. Of course, on this basis each
person either makes a profit or a loss
- fortunately I am making a profit;
other people are making a loss. This
ends up in completely crazy results:
the Cold War is over, we do not need
you any more. The department of
geology has been abolished, as it
made a real loss of £500,000. That is
the crazy logic you end up in.

What I am trying to say is not just
that in the future any attempt to bring
together the market and socialism
cannot work, but that sort of mesh-
ing together actually exists today -
and it does not work. In other words,
in a declining capitalism, what you
get is an increasing move towards
sectors that have to be controlled
from the centre, which have to be run
by government, which have to be
potentially planned in a needs-based
sector - health and education are ob-
vious examples, but they are not the

only examples. Arms production is in
a similar position: it is run by the state
- it is not run in any country by the
arms producers. The state buys the
production and effectively plans it.
You have the same kind of contradic-
tion existing there. So, in other words,
this contradiction between what
Engels called the invading socialist
society - the need to plan - and ex-
change value exemplifies itself in the
modern economy. This of course re-
inforces the point of the impossi-
bility of market socialism.

So, use value stands opposed to
exchange value. The two poles have
to interpenetrate to give rise to sur-
plus value. But at the point where they
do not interpenetrate you then have
a crisis. And in certain respects this
has been occurring over various pe-
riods of time. What one has to look at
is the way in which capitalists have
forced this interpenetration.

I have used the term ‘declining capi-
talism’ before and I should briefly
define it. Some people simply see de-
cline in an empirical sense. They look
out of the window and see more build-
ings then there were before - there-
fore there cannot be a decline. That
is a very silly way of looking at it. Or
they look at Gibbons’ Decline and
fall of the Roman empire and expect
the same kind of thing - the vandals
come in and conquer, leaving society
to completely disintegrate.

Now one could argue that some
parts of the world are disintegrating -
and some clearly are. But one does
not have to argue that. The question
of decline has to do with what is hap-
pening to the law of value. Capital-
ism is governed by the law of value,
therefore decline must be a question
of the decline of the law of value. In
other words, what we have seen is
the growth of monopoly, the growth
of a situation where private industry
is able to control production, control
its prices - to the point today where
prices only reflect value at the point
of a depression. They are pulled into
line, but for long periods of time they
are out of line. You can see that just
by looking at any form of commodity.

Take my watch - it could be worth
£1,000 or it could be £2. The cost of
producing any watch today is no
more than £2 or £3, but they can quite
easily charge £1,000. Or computers:
they charge up to £1,000 or more, but
the cost is only a fraction of that. And
that is true of a very large number of
commodities. There is a vast diver-
gence now between price and value.

The law of value is governing over
longer periods of time - compelling
capitalist society to fall into line only
at certain junctures. I think we are al-
most certainly at that juncture now.
The Scotsman recently talked about
a real depression coming about. I think
they are correct.

The point is that there is a diver-
gence between value and price. The
fact that prices can be pushed so far
out of line with value is possible be-
cause of the strong presence of very
large monopolies - which means that
the law of value is governing and is
not governing. It is governing over
long periods of time, but it is not im-
mediately governing in the old way.

What is actually happening in in-
dividual firms is that they are able to
organise production. In fact, to a con-
siderable degree, though they have
to be based on profits in the long run,
on a day-to-day basis they work on
something like targets rather than
profits - they do not even know what
the value is or what the price is. This
is so for large sectors of production.
The overall result in terms of the par-
ticular firm has to be in profits, but in
the way they work, the way they man-
age, they cannot proceed on that ba-
sis.

Now this is something any Marxist
would expect. It is in Capital. Marx
is making the point over and over
again about the contradiction be-
tween the individual factory and so-
ciety - the anarchy of capitalist
production and the (notionally)
planned way in which the factories
are actually run. Today huge firms are
run like the old factories.

None of this can be undone, de-
spite so-called Thatcherism. Remem-
ber we are talking about market

After the USSR

it became particularly important in the
1970s and 1980s as Stalinism started
to die. It appeared as an alternative
to the complete elimination of the old
system. That is, by 1989 the alterna-
tives were either market socialism or
what actually came about. In fact,
Gorbachev tried to maintain the old
system, but he failed and instead in-
troduced the market.

Historically, therefore, one ought
not to be discussing market social-
ism as an ongoing fact. But, as I have
previously commented, it became
clear that market socialism had not
gone. Although it had died in a his-
torical sense as the alternative to Sta-
linism in Russia and eastern Europe,
it remained as an apparent alternative
to certain semi-socialist and so-called
socialist circles. For instance, Robin
Blackburn of New Left Review sup-
ports market socialism.

I also discovered to my surprise
that it seems to be quite alive in the
United States amongst some intellec-
tuals. It is very odd that amongst the
left in the USA there is a real attitude
that the only alternative to capitalism
is social democracy - hence market
socialism is alive there. Even today it
is an intellectual viewpoint.

At another level, why on earth is
anybody in Britain today talking
about market socialism when social
democracy has so obviously died?
Leaving aside America - which might
as well be a different planet - the fact
is that social democracy in Europe is
no more. As I understand it, the gov-
ernment in Britain represents the big
bourgeoisie, and quite obviously that
has nothing to do with social democ-
racy, market socialism or anything
connected with socialism. One might
say then, that is that.

However, it does seem the case that
in the minds of certain intellectuals -
and not just in America - social de-
mocracy is still an alternative. For that
reason market socialism remains as
an idea.

However, there is another reason.
If one imagines that the working class
has taken power - what then? There
is no way that the working class can
introduce socialism immediately.
There has to be a transition period.
Of course, as people know, I argue
that we are living in a world transi-
tionary period. But that is not the
same thing as saying that the work-
ing class has taken power and is pro-
ceeding towards socialism. The
transition period as thus understood,
where the working class has taken
power and is introducing its own
forms, must necessarily begin with
the existence of the market. This
seems to me to be the only real pe-
riod in which it would be interesting
to discuss the relationship between
the market and socialism. In terms of
the current society that would be a
real, not a utopian discussion.

The basis of the argument is clear.
We start from Marxism, which is es-
sentialist. Now there are various phi-
losophers who argue against this
fact. But it is a very hard argument to
sustain, as Marx so obviously de-
clares himself to be an essentialist,

Scandal and tittle-tattle has domi-
nated the press recently. Robin
Cook and his six lovers - not to
mention the empty brandy bottle.
Shocking stuff. Then we had the
even more shocking revelations
about the so-called cabinet en-
forcer, Jack Cunningham, hiring pri-
vate jets to Brussels so he could
lift the ‘BSE ban’ on British beef.
Well, I suppose you cannot blame
the Tories for trying almost any-
thing to recover their fortunes,
seeing the desperate state they are
in.

We wish we could say we had
money to throw around like Jack
Cunningham - and perhaps under
communism Cook’s supposed
sexual exploits will pale into insig-

nificance. However, our metaphori-
cal cash box is very low yet again.
Thanks to the stalwarts who did
part with their hard-earned cash,
such as TR from Bishop Auckland
(£20), FK from Hull (£20) and LP
from Nottingham (£15). Thanks
also to MJ, JG and CA for their di-
rect debits.

This brings our monthly total to
the not very impressive figure of
£112. Please leave the post-Xmas/
New Year blues behind and dig
deep for next week l

Ian Farrell

Fighting fund
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l Our central aim is to reforge the Communist
Party of Great Britain. Without this Party the
working class is nothing; with it, it is everything.

l The Communist Party serves the interests of
the working class. We fight all forms of oppor-
tunism and revisionism in the workers’ move-
ment because they endanger those interests. We
insist on open ideological struggle in order to
fight out the correct way forward for our class.

l Marxism-Leninism is powerful because it is
true. Communists relate theory to practice. We
are materialists; we hold that ideas are determined
by social reality and not the other way round.

l We believe in the highest level of unity among
workers. We fight for the  unity of the working
class of all countries and subordinate the struggle
in Britain to the world revolution itself. The
liberation of humanity can only be achieved
through world communism.

l The working class in Britain needs to strike as
a fist. This means all communists should be
organised into a single Party. We oppose all
forms of separatism, which weakens our class.

l Socialism can never come through parliament.
The capitalist class will never peacefully allow
their system to be abolished. Socialism will only
succeed through working class revolution and the
replacement of the dictatorship of the capitalists
with the dictatorship of the working class. Social-
ism lays the basis for the conscious planning of
human affairs: ie, communism.

l We support the right of nations to self-
determination. In Britain today this means the
struggle for Irish freedom should be given full
support by the British working class.

l Communists are champions of the oppressed.
We fight for the liberation of women, the ending
of racism, bigotry and all other forms of chauvin-
ism. Oppression is a direct result of class society
and will only finally be eradicated by the ending
of class society.

l War and peace, pollution and the environment
are class questions. No solution to the world’s
problems can be found within capitalism. Its
ceaseless drive for profit  puts the world at risk.
The future of humanity depends on the triumph
of communism.
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socialism here - the idea that you can
refine capitalism. It really is a non-
sense. Capitalism itself has changed
so far, you cannot break up these firms
and have the form of market social-
ism we have been talking about.
These forms of decline directly con-
tradict the market socialist utopia.

Why? Because market socialism
necessarily requires competition.
Somewhat strange, you might have
thought, but that is precisely the line
they actually put forward. Market
socialists require competition in or-
der to ensure what they regard as ef-
ficiency. The market socialist
argument is that in a socialist society
there will necessarily be inefficient
forms of production because work-
ers will have insufficient incentive to
work. Consequently you have to have
to competition.

Our argument is not just that com-
petition is wasteful - which it is. Why
on earth do you need two companies
producing exactly the same thing?
Socialists have always argued against
the idiocy of the duplication of re-
sources. But what I want to argue is
that it is just not possible.

Now the concept put forward in
bourgeois economic texts is that of
perfect competition - it is usually ad-
mitted that no such thing really ex-
ists, but it is argued that capitalism
has some approximation to it. We are
saying that not only does perfect
competition not exist - it has never
existed and could never have existed.
What we now live in is a society where
very little competition exists, but
where on the contrary giant monopo-
lies are able to control production in
a quite different way. These firms can-
not be broken up. Anybody who
thinks that they can have market so-
cialism by breaking up IBM into a
small number of firms is living in cloud
cuckoo land.

Perhaps the best illustration of this
is what is happening in Russia. In the
old system there was a relatively small
number of giant trusts and giant firms.
Some of these firms were five times
the size of German firms. That remains
true today. Soviet economists, hav-
ing moved to the right, adopted the
usual bourgeois logic that what was
necessary was to break up these very
large firms and then have a large
number of small firms all competing.

It did not happen. There are no small
firms and there is no sector dealing in
small firms. All that you have is fi-
nance - over 2,500 banks. You do not
have small firms in the sectors that
count, in terms of production. It
proved impossible to break them up.
I mention this to show the futility of
trying to introduce something that
does not exist in the west - to go back-
wards in time, as it were, to a period
100 years ago when there were a
number of competing firms.

Today, simply because of the in-
creased socialised nature of produc-
tion - a fundamental of Marxism - the
existence of giant firms is inevitable.
It is not just a question of monopoly.
You have giant firms which are per-
manent. Bourgeois economics tends
to counterpose monopoly on one
hand and competition on the other.
In fact we have now gone beyond that
- giant firms which simply remain and
control. Take Phillips, founded in
Holland by Jenny Marx’s uncle. A gi-
ant firm which is now 150 years old.
Obviously, it is not going to go un-
der. In view of this it is impossible to
imagine the forms of competition nec-
essary for so-called market socialism.

I have already pointed out how to-
day the law of value tends to govern
in the long run, rather than immedi-
ately, because of the increasing role
of large firms in organisation. But the
government too plays an increasing
role in this society despite the in-
creasing level of privatisation
throughout the world. In other areas
the ‘internal market’ has also meant
greater central control.

The idea that education or health

has become more efficient is abso-
lutely absurd - it has become very
much worse. Teachers and doctors
have become completely demoralised.
Now Britain is not an exception - the
same kind of controls are being used
throughout the world. This is not hap-
pening because we are living a reac-
tionary period - which I do not believe
anyway - but because it is a neces-
sary reaction to the growth of the pub-
lic sector. The private sector, or the
capitalist class, simply has to react to
it or abandon its own position.

When we look at privatisation from
the point of view of the law of value,
the private utilities cannot actually
raise the level of prices without the
blessing of the regulator. It is exactly
the same in the United States. The
consequence of that is that the prices
in the end are governed by the state.
In other words, if the state agrees,
privatised companies can raise prof-
its - if it disagrees, they cannot. So it
is not just a question of internally
raised profits, but very much a ques-
tion of how a particular utility relates
to the capitalist class, the government
and to the working class.

Privatisation has not removed con-
trol over these firms. Yes, it has
changed the form of ownership - the
reason why these firms were priva-
tised was political. However, they are
not able to act simply on the basis of
maximising their profits. They are re-
strained. One could go through all the
different aspects which government
continues to control - it does not
matter really whether they do it
through interest rates or the banking
system. However they do it, the fact
is that governments continue to ex-
ert very strong control of the
economy.

One is therefore talking of a sys-
tem which is increasingly governed
from the centre. The idea that one can
simply remove this does not make
sense. What the market socialists are
talking about is that somehow what
one would have is nationalisation of
the means of production, but indi-
vidual firms within that operating on
the basis of profit, each competing
with the other. Investment will be con-
trolled from the centre. That is what
the market socialists think. It is im-
possible to imagine how this could
work.

But let us imagine such a scenario
were to come about. You have a large
number of firms, each competing. You
have, presumably, an institutionalised
health service which is free. What
about the workers? What about the
ordinary people in that society? What
about the managers? The answer of
the market socialists has to be that
you have managers, and they have
to be better paid than the workers -
and that workers have to sell their la-
bour power. And that, somehow, the
workers have to be controlled, other-
wise you do not have a market. If there
is a market it must mean that labour
power is being sold. If labour power
is being sold, the individual worker is
therefore alienated. If you are going
to have a market, you have to have
the law of value. Individual workers
sell their labour power, and work un-
der the control of people who also
manage other workers. In the end
work becomes abstract labour. Every
group of workers has to work as hard
as possible in order to compete with
other groups of workers.

Then you have to ask: why would
one want such a society? What is so
good about it? You have got workers
as they are today, controlled. We have
managers who are better paid. The
incentive for workers to work harder
is that they will get paid better - and if
they do not work harder they will get
fired. What they do have is a guaran-
tee of employment one way or another
- and a national health service and an
education system.

But then one has to call into ques-
tion - what would happen to the health
service and the education system?

he Spartacist League has consist-
ently denounced me for at least

Can you actually have a private or
semi-privatised sector and a public
sector? Can they actually work to-
gether. No, they cannot work to-
gether - and what we actually see is
that they do not work together. Au-
tomatically the interface between the
two gets corrupted.

We can easily see that the manag-
ers, the executives, sometimes the
skilled workers are much better paid
than the ordinary workers.
Unsurprisingly, these people in the
public sector get corrupted one way
or another. Perhaps not directly cor-
rupted - as in the US construction
sector which often works for the state.
What tends to happen is that they
bribe the officials who give the con-
tracts. Of course you do not have to
bribe - you just have to know the right
people and make the right contacts.
Again, we know the way in which
government ministers very easily
move into various positions in the
private sector. One of the reasons
they are able to do that is because
companies want the contacts that
give them business. Then one has to
say - is that corruption?

The point I am making here is that
this is a necessary feature of a divi-
sion between a public and private
sector. It will necessarily be the case
when you have a market sector, driven
by profits, that it will make money and
be better paid than the people in the
public sector. Consequently, they will
corrupt the public sector.

What will also necessarily happen,
as we have seen, is that there will be
an attempt to try to control that pub-
lic sector - on the grounds that the
public sector will tend to expand with-
out limits, which is of course true. It
is necessarily the case that if you
have a needs-based sector, like health,
it will expand and expand. Now in a
socialist society it will be different -
there will be full employment, preven-
tive medicine and so on. But we are

Postscript: end of
counterrevolution

not living in that kind of society. So
in a market-driven society it will nec-
essarily be the case that the health
sector will expand and expand, and
absorb all available resources. The
public sector itself will expand. Con-
sequently it will have to be control-
led - along with the workers.

If you have a market socialism, you
will get that division - as you have it
today - but multiplied. You will have
a war going on between those sec-
tors. And you will immediately have
a war between workers and manage-
ment. In a society where - apparently
- you do not have a capitalist class
any more, you have to ask - how can
the mangers sustain their position?
How can the workers not be control-
led?

What you will immediately have is
a situation where workers will demand
higher wages, better working condi-
tions and that the whole form of pro-
duction be changed. On the other
hand, the managers will demand the
exact reverse. There is no intermedi-
ate position. This would produce a
highly unstable society, where you
have a division between the manage-
rial group and the workers, between
the public and private sectors, and
indeed between all the different sec-
tors of that society.

So the natural result of introduc-
ing market socialism, if indeed you
ever could, is that it would break down
- it simply could not work. You are, as
they say in Russia, trying to fry ice.

Market socialism is a nonsense,
but it remains an apparent alterna-
tive - even to people like Robin
Blackburn. How can Marxists - or
former Marxists - even talk about
market socialism seriously? This all
points to the low level of Marxist cul-
ture. Any real Marxist culture would
rule out market socialism as an op-
tion. This shows that Marxism has
not sufficiently penetrated the intel-
ligentsia or intellectuals l

ion actually support what existed
there? Very few.

Why isolate yourselves like that?
If you are socialists, be socialists -
do not go and support something
which was an absolute horror in the
world and which even today is retard-
ing the possibility of socialism. What
you are doing by saying these things
is putting people off, avoiding the
possibility of socialism and failing to
see the nature of the period. For you
it must be a period of reaction. But
for me it is not a period of reaction.
The end of the Soviet Union is a vic-
tory. I am sure you will denounce me
for saying these terrible things - but I
am prepared to be denounced.

It is critical that the Soviet Union
has been removed. We are in a com-
pletely new period now, a period of
the possibility of change. It is not a
reactionary period. Trotsky talked
about a period of counterrevolution.
We have come to the end of that pe-
riod. The end of the counterrevolu-
tionaries saw the end of the
counterrevolution. That is what we
are talking about.

We have to analysise this new pe-
riod, not repeat old slogans l

18 years. I remember the remarks made
by them in San Francisco in 1981 (in-
terestingly, one of the people who de-
nounced me then is now on the right).
Nevertheless, at least the SL is still
around - unlike a number of other left
groups. However, you ought to take
account of something very simple. You
are extremely isolated. I do not actu-
ally think that that is a good thing. It
would be a good thing if the left could
talk to each other in a reasonable fash-
ion and actually develop, rather than
repeating the same old slogans. I was
denounced in 1981 for exactly the
same thing - and I am prepared to re-
peat it 100 times over.

The problem with your analysis is
not just that you have no analysis,
but that it is not based on reality. Just
reply to these simple facts. How many
workers in the Soviet Union sup-
ported the regime? How many work-
ers could possibly have supported
Stalin under the post-1929 condi-
tions? They did not - they were to-
tally opposed to the system. And just
consider the world around you. How
many people outside the Soviet Un-



aving abysmally failed at
Rugby in 1998, the unelected
Liaison Group of John

have to choose one or the other.
Despite superficial similarities their

approaches are fundamentally at vari-
ance. Stripped of the details, Manches-
ter outlines a party-type structure
based on a relatively committed indi-
vidual membership. Its Liaison Com-
mittee would exercise wide powers,
including “arrangements for seeking
and enabling electoral unity” (organi-
sation, clause 5). London recognises
that we are far from any such stage
yet. An ‘alliance’ party is premature,
to say the least. London therefore
envisages the Network as a “federal”
arrangement designed to coordinate
the work of autonomous local and re-
gional Socialist Alliances and affiliated
socialist organisations. Evidently
claims that London SA and the CPGB
argue for the Network to adopt
“hardline Marxism” and a “Bolshevik-
style” central committee are either mis-
chievous, dishonest or plain stupid.

In drafting the Manchester rules,
comrade Nicholson has given ground
to our criticisms of the Liaison Group’s
two original sets of proposals. They
are not so overt in terms of top-down
dictatorship. Less sickly green.
Slightly more red in hue. For example
“individual socialists/greens and au-
tonomous socialist/green direct action
organisations” has been replaced by
“individuals and organisations” (pre-
amble). In the same compromising
spirit it is now stated that our aim is
“to build a democratic socialist soci-
ety”.

Nevertheless it goes without say-
ing that Nicholson and his Manches-
ter draft owes everything to
sentimental socialism and the pass-
ing fad for greenism and not a thing
to working class socialism (nowhere
is socialism defined, nor is the class
struggle or even class mentioned).
And, as a certain Karl Marx once ob-
served, “Where the class struggle is
pushed to the side as an unpleasant,
‘crude’ phenomenon, nothing remains
as the basis of socialism but ‘true love
of the people’ and empty phrases
about ‘justice’” (K Marx MESW Mos-
cow 1975, Vol 3, p92). In the realm of
reality, of course, socialism without
the rule of the working class can only
exists as its opposite: eg, Stalin’s
USSR, Attlee’s Britain, Pol Pot’s
Kampuchea, Olaf Palme’s Sweden.

Means determine ends and ends
determine means. Not surprisingly
then comrade Nicholson’s “immediate
objectives” ignore the necessity of the
workers winning the battle for democ-
racy under today’s social conditions
and promoting their own class inter-
nationalism. Unlike the London pro-
posals, nothing about the monarchy,
House of Lords, nor self-determina-
tion for Ireland, Scotland and Wales.
Our friends in the Manchester major-
ity merely seek “to promote locally
based socialist/environmentalist alli-
ances and to encourage constructive
dialogue and practical action between
these and other organisations and in-
dividuals, at local and national levels”
(aims and objectives). Anodyne stuff.

In contrast LSA makes it absolutely

clear that the Network of Socialist Al-
liance is an alliance of socialists. Not
all environmentalists or greens are
socialists. Many are liberals. Others
are conservative. Some are downright
reactionary. Actually the greens as a
whole represent a petty bourgeois
movement which covers a wide spec-
trum ranging from the critical-utopian
to the overly fascist: eg, David Icke,
the Third Wave, etc. Needless to say,
LSA is not opposed to the affiliation
of green organisations and individu-
als who declare themselves socialists.
Such affiliations are to be applauded.

Where politically the Manchester
proposals are weak the organisational
details are malign. Far from facilitat-
ing the convergence of socialist indi-
viduals and organisations, they would
achieve the reverse.

Let us begin with the section on
membership. Manchester excludes
everyone not “working or living in
England”. Socialists in Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland are barred.
Though we are all ruled by the same
United Kingdom state, in the name of
an unspoken English nationalism our
forces are to be deliberately and per-
versely divided.

The Manchester draft has junked
the Liaison Group’s hypocrisy about
striking a “balance” between “smaller
groups and individuals” and “larger
organisations”. Instead of its Byzan-
tine electoral college we are now pre-
sented with an “alliance” of individual
members. Affiliated organisations
have no role apart from the privilege
of “nominating” people for election
to a Liaison Committee. In fact they
have less rights than individuals.
Only duties. Despite that comrade
Nicholson still fears any undue influ-
ence they might exert over his project.
That explains a whole raft of bureau-
cratic clauses.

We are told affiliation “assumes” a
“commitment to an anti-sectarian and
cooperative way of working”. A pi-
ous hope, perhaps. In all probability
though, a thinly veiled threat. Will
those deemed ‘sectarian’ or ‘uncoop-
erative’ be barred along with social-
ists from other parts of the United
Kingdom? Events in Greater Man-
chester, where comrade Nicholson
spearheaded a purge of the CPGB,
give us legitimate cause for concern;
as did the similar but unsuccessful
coup attempt by an unprincipled bloc
in London.

Individuals joining the alliance from
“other groups and organisations” are
supposedly “welcome”. However,
comrade Nicholson dreads any such
influx. These ‘aliens’ are to be policed.
The Manchester draft demands on
“application/renewal of membership
of the Network” that these comrades
“declare” their true political alle-
giances. Such McCarthyism should
be given short shrift.

Worse comes. Affiliates “must also
ensure individual paid-up membership
from within their respective organisa-
tions”. ‘Encourage’ would be fine. But
frankly “ensure” is sinister. Take the
Socialist Party in England and Wales.

We know for a fact that it cannot get
its own membership fully “paid-up”.
Despite a rapid decline to well below
500 many lag far behind. Yet the Man-
chester draft insists on high dues pay-
ments. Individuals are expected to
hand over a minimum of £5 per month:
ie, £30 annually. If SPEW fails to “en-
sure” all its membership carry the dou-
ble burden, what happens? Would it
too be barred?

This system of dues payments, col-
lected monthly, with local Socialist
Alliances passing on two fifths of the
total to the Network, shows all too
clearly that comrade Nicholson is de-
termined to instantly conjure up a
party-type structure and level of com-
mitment. It is both foolish and unten-
able.

The Socialist Alliances are a loose,
immature and ill-defined political for-
mation. To impose such a regime, even
if it could be administered, would, in
fact, kill the project stone dead. The
Socialist Alliances do have a layer of
individual members, the biggest con-
centrations being in London and Cov-
entry. But our strength derives not
from unattached socialists. In general
their morale is low. No, our strength
comes from the various organisations
we unite. That must be recognised and
patiently built upon.

Finally in terms of the Manchester
draft let us turn to the section on or-
ganisation. A 15-strong Liaison Com-
mittee would be elected “annually” by
a conference of individual members.
Obviously this introduces a tremen-
dous geographical bias. Those living
nearby will find it easy to attend.
Those living far away will not. That is
why a system of elected delegates is
altogether better.

In another denial of real democracy
the Manchester draft states that a
decision-making conference can be
called by one quarter of “paid-up
members”. Who has the list? Who is
“paid-up”? Does anyone really expect
individual members to write in spon-
taneously? The London draft is far
more democratic. Under its stipula-
tions a special conference is called at
the wish of one third of the Socialist
Alliances. Transparent. Easy to organ-
ise. Impossible to argue with.

The whole Manchester construct
runs counter to the idea of building
alliances. Far from including minori-
ties and guaranteeing representation
for all groups, the opposite is the case.
What we have before us is an annual
poll whereby any political bloc that
can muster or negotiate through some
backroom deal 51% of the votes of
those who turn out or can be bussed
in for the day can dominate the whole
Network. Such a bloc chooses all “five
officers” along with the “10 other”
members of the Liaison Committee.
Hypothetically a 49% minority, con-
sisting of bigger or smaller political
groups and Socialist Alliances is
thereby excluded.

The problem is compounded by a
clause which bureaucratically circum-
scribes even that democracy. No one
political organisation “shall have

more than 30%” of the Liaison Com-
mittee “or of any other elected body
within the Network”. Furthermore the
Manchester draft insists that “organi-
sations as a whole shall not have more
than 50% of such membership” (or-
ganisation, clause 2).

The Manchester rules require affili-
ated Socialist Alliances to operate a
ceiling limiting who can be elected.
One more violation of local autonomy.
The LSA Steering Committee is usu-
ally attended by delegates represent-
ing half a dozen political groups and a
similar number of borough Socialist
Alliances. Apart from a single excep-
tion, they are all in political parties or
groups. According to the Manches-
ter draft, meetings could only proceed
with that unaffiliated comrade alone
... the presence of anyone else takes
us over the one third threshold. It
should also be noted that the same
applies to the present Liaison Group.
Those with votes must surely be free
to elect whomsoever they wish. If that
gives a political organisation over
30%, that is democracy.

How can the Manchester system be
made to work? Would successful can-
didates be declared null and void?
Would they be turfed out because they
took the quota of political organisa-
tions above 50%? Who decides?
Would nominations be monitored by
an incumbent Liaison Committee? The
whole approach stinks. Then there is
the loss of talent. There is a general
tendency for those who are organised
to be more politically advanced, dedi-
cated, experienced and crucially more
representative. Either way there must
be free elections.

Obviously comrade Nicholson and
other members of the Liaison Group
are haunted by a growing acceptance
commanded by the LSA system. Our
draft rules stand firmly for inclusive
democracy. Every affiliated national
political organisation should have the
right to send one instantly recallable
delegate (that could include the Scot-
tish Socialist Party). However the Net-
work should be solidly based on local,
regional and workplace Socialist Alli-
ances. For every 20 members Social-
ist Alliances should be able to elect
one - recallable - delegate (a ratio
which must increase as more members
are accumulated). Here in Socialist
Alliances individuals can really be
represented.

The LSA plan applies the same flex-
ible practice to officers. Treasurers,
editors, chairs, coordinators, trade
union organisers, etc should be
elected when and where needed, not
according to some snapshot popu-
larity poll by an atomised membership.
Officers should be strictly account-
able to their peers. They should be
elected and replaceable by those
whom with they work alongside. The
mayoral or presidential system has no
legitimate place in our tradition. It
breeds arrogance. We need another
Arthur Scargill like a hole in the head l

John Bridge
CPGB representative on LSA

Steering Committee

Nicholson, Pete McLaren, Dave
Church and Dave Nellist is to make
another attempt to put the Network
of Socialist Alliances onto something
like a firm footing this March. A re-
peat conference which minimises dis-
cussion and tries to railroad through
a pseudo-party structure could prove
disastrous.

Thankfully, as urged by the CPGB
from the start, this time round there is
to be a pre-meeting. Delegates from
the various Socialist Alliances and
supporting political organisations
come together in London on January
16. The idea is not to vote on the vari-
ous proposals that have been tabled:
rather to give them a reasonably full
airing. Even though the three-hour
agenda is woefully inadequate, the
CPGB wholeheartedly welcomes such
an approach. At last we can sit down
with each other and coolly and con-
structively thrash out the various op-
tions.

The Nicholson-McLaren-Church-
Nellist Liaison Group appears to have
lost what little coherence it once pos-
sessed. Profound fault lines visibly
exist. Despite getting its ‘Fair society’
aims and structure adopted on an “in-
terim basis” at Rugby the majority
were quick to abandon the creaking
ship. Not only was there a determined
40% opposition - centred on the CPGB
- but the Liaison Group recognised
that their elaborate structure was
bound to sink on launch. Sad to say,
the alternatives on offer from that
quarter are not much of an improve-
ment.

Coventry and Warwickshire Social-
ist Alliance - headed by comrades
McLaren and Nellist - rejects any
“large or unrepresentative commit-
tee”. It has also taken a stand against
“an annual conference”. Strangely at
the same time Coventry suggests the
annual election of “functional offic-
ers” by a delegate meeting. Besides
this contradictory and unelaborated
position there are a couple of other
discussion notes. Kent Socialist Alli-
ances favours preserving the non-
democratic status quo. In contrast the
Radical Preston Alliance wants “func-
tioning officers” elected at an annual
conference and organisations
“whether national and local” having
“one representative”. Martin Wicks,
on behalf of Socialist Perspectives,
simply calls for a committee made up
of representatives of affiliated local
alliances and political organisations.

Only two sets of draft rules have
been presented. On the one hand
those “amending” the Liaison
Group’s from John Nicholson and the
Greater Manchester Socialist Alliance
majority. On the other hand the draft
unanimously agreed by the London
Socialist Alliance general meeting in
October 1998 (originally proposed and
fully backed by the CPGB). If those
who presently constitute the Network
of Socialist Alliances desire unity un-
der a clear set of rules, then they will


